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Serata Probe provides an accurate, quick and simultaneous measurement of in-situ stress
state and material properties. It is effectively utilized as an automatic means for the
measurement in surveying, design, construction and safety assurance of earthwork. It has
been successfully applied to mining, tunnel, slope, underground storage and earthquake
time-prediction. The principle of Probe is demonstrated in both laboratory and field work,
successfully overcoming the great difficulties inherent to the conventional stress
measurement methods of overcoring and hydrofracturing discussed in Category 1 (see
Table 1-1).
1.

Principle of Force Balance

Serata Stress Probe utilizes a single-fracture plane, created at any desired orientation,
through the borehole axis by application of friction loading. A stable force balance is
established between the ground stress vector (σN) acting normal to the fracture plane (Fig.
2-1) and the applied probe pressure (pN) for determination of the stress state. In this
process of stress measurement, a simultaneous determination of material properties of the
ground is achieved automatically from behavior of the surrounding ground. Because this
new method is based on direct force balance rather than the conventional elasticity
assumption, the measurement is possible in complex ground, where the conventional
elasticity based methods fail.
2.

Mechanism of Friction Loading

The friction loading to the borehole boundary is achieved by a pair of friction shells covering
an elastomer tube for the high-pressure loading. The shells are made of high strength
alloy designed to create a saturation friction effect on the borehole boundary. The friction
effect mechanically “freezes” all intricate deformation of the rock boundary except along a
pair of gap lines between the two shells. The gap line behavior is illustrated by a computer
modeling analysis of the friction effect upon the tangential stress (σθ) on the borehole
boundary (Fig. 2-2). An intense tension stress is concentrated along the two gap lines as
a reaction to the freezing effect, resulting in a single-fracture plane in the direction set by
the probe orientation.
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3. High Accuracy of Stress Measurement
An accurate stress determination is made possible by a direct force balance achieved
between the hydraulic loading pressure (pN) of the probe and the ground stress (σN) acting
normal to the single-fracture plane at a moment of reopening of the plane as illustrated in
Fig. 2-3. The figure shows a typical outcome of the friction loading presented in the
pressure-deformation (p-d) diagram, which indicates a fracture initiation condition at F in
the first cycle loading and a fracture reopening condition at N in the second cycle loading.
At a moment of the reopening, the following relation is established by the force balance at
the moment of the reopening.
L⋅σN = D · pN
σN = (D/L) pN = n · pN ………………………………………………………… (1)
where:

L = length of fracture at the moment of reopening
n = D/L = f (a, b)
a = probe design factor
b = elastic rigidity of ground

Regardless of complexity of the ground, the stress state is obtained by Equation (1), in
which n-value is determined automatically as illustrated from the measurement on site in
real-time as discussed in the following section. Note that stresses are measured totally
independent of elasticity assumptions in-situ and in real-time without requiring core
specimen recovery and laboratory testing.
4.

Proprietary Design of Probe

A single-fracture probe consists of two sections, viz., loading and electronics, as shown by
Fig. 2-4. The loading section is made of an elastomer tube containing a set of LVDTs
mounted in the direction perpendicular to the fracture plane. The loading tube is covered
with a pair of semi-cylindrical friction shells made of high-strength steel. The outer surface
of the shells is specially fabricated to create a saturated friction effect uniformly around the
boundary by built-in flexibility of the steel shells. A cross sectional view of the loading
section in the figure shows the configuration of the LVDTs in relation to the friction shells
and the single-fracture plane. A diametrical expansion (d) of the shells measured by the
LVDTs is related to applied oil pressure (p) in the loading tube, enabling us to monitor the
p-d relation on the operating computer screen. This p-d curve is used for simultaneous
determination of the stress vector σN acting normal to the single-fracture plane. The
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electronics section of the probe processes the deformation and pressure (p and d) signals
to be sent to the computer operating at the surface.
The components of the portable probe system and their photos are shown in Figs. 2-5 and
2-6, respectively. It consists of components; (1) loading section, (2) electronics section,
(3) extension set, (4) hydraulic pump, (5) junction box, (6) PC and (7) operation and data
analysis software. The wire line probe (Fig. 2-7) has an additional remote driving hoist for
accurately locating the probe in the borehole. The wireline Probe for deepwell remote
application to depths to 1000m is schematically illustrated in Fig. 2-7 and shown in Fig. 2-8.
We manufacture three different systems, summarized in Table 2-1, to meet global needs.
5.

Accuracy Validation of Probe

High-accuracy of Serata Probe is demonstrated first in the laboratory by conducting a set of
22 single-fracture tests, which are presented in Fig. 2-9. The figure includes a summary
table of the biaxial loading conditions and their corresponding fracture reopening pressure
pN. The data demonstrate the high-accuracy of the relationship σN = n·pN with a constant n
value. The test results are graphically shown by five lines of theoretical relationship closely
matched with the corresponding measurement points in Fig. 2-10. Raw data of the 22 sets
of the tests are disclosed in Reference 2 of Category 6 “Global Project Records and
References”. Serata Probe has been evaluated for material property measurements by
tests conducted in a wide range of ground properties as illustrated in Fig. 2-10.
The stress measurement accuracy of Serata Probe was field validated by an evaluation
made at the Underground Research Laboratory (URL) of Atomic Energy of Canada at
Pinawa, Manitoba, where the overburden pressure has been well established (see Fig.
2-11). The duplicate p-d relations are obtained from duplicate deformation sensors
mounted in the probe demonstrating high accuracy of the fracture reopening pressure pN.
The proportional constant n is determined from the measurement of elastic rigidity of the
ground automatically obtained from the measurement for each specific design as illustrated
in Fig. 2-12. In each stress measurement, Serata Probe determines a wide range of
material properties of ground as illustrated in Fig. 2-13 without core specimen recovery.
For further information contact Shosei Serata at serata@serata.com or (510) 659-8630/ (510) 797-4228.
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